Suri Cruise
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Could these two look any more
alike? The shiny brunette bob,
the elegant poise, the timeless
outfits – 16-month-old Suri
really is a Katie in the making.
Favouring more traditional
styles like cute sundresses
and cardis over super-trendy
separates, Suri and her mum
have been spotted in various
designer stores across the
fashion capitals, and there were
even rumours that Suri was set
to be the new face of Baby Gap.
Nice work, little lady!
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Kingston Rossdale Stefani

From funky camouflage combats to
skater boy tees and dinky baseball
boots, Kingston’s look is totally
on-trend. Thanks to his achingly hip
fashion mogul/pop star mum Gwen and
rocker dad Gavin, there was no chance
this boy was ever going to be dressed
in boring baby gear. Already inspiring
his mum’s designs (yes, the ‘Kingston
shoe’ made its debut at New York
Fashion Week!), we think this bundle of
gorgeousness could be the youngest
fashion muse on the planet.

Lourdes Ciccone

Lila Grace Moss

With the perennial style icon for a
mum and one of the coolest names
in fashion publishing as a dad, little
Lila Grace has had more than a
helping hand in her ascension to the
Best Dressed Kids list. Described by
Mossy as a “mini me” and destined
to have a career on the catwalk, Lila
has already made firm friends with
Donatella Versace. Now that’s one
seriously stylish babysitter to have…

Anais Gallagher
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Looking good, baby!
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Move over mum and dad! The fashion-forward tots of
Hollywood are hogging the limelight with their style savvy.
But who are the contenders for the title of Best Dressed Kid
in Celebland? Glamour investigates…

T

heir parents’ style is
emulated and scrutinised
across the globe, so it
was only a matter of
time before our gaze
landed on the A-list brat
pack. And who can blame us when
these trendsetting tots are as imageconscious as their folks?
Whether they’re a diva-in-a-diaper

AHLAN!

type or the king of the sandbox,
dressing for the playground has
never been so competitive – or so
glamorous. With rock stars, fashion
gurus, sports legends and movie stars
as their guiding force, Hollywood’s
newest arrivals could hardly expect to
be decked out in anything less than
the latest kiddie couture. But which
bambino takes the fashion crown?

As the oﬀspring of one of the greatest style
icons of our time, Madonna’s daughter
Lourdes has been handed an inherent
passion for fashion. But while her mum
isn’t too happy with her daughter’s current
love of low-slung skinny jeans, Lourdes’s
usual style of cute, preppy separates and
dinky acessories shows an early sense of
classic style. Let’s just hope she doesn’t
develop a penchant for conical bras and
glitzy leotards!

Anais looks set to be topping the
fashion tree of the next generation
of London’s glitzy Primrose Hill set.
Thanks to her rock’n’roll genes (dad
is Oasis founder Noel Gallagher
and mum is former party girl
Meg Matthews), it’s no surprise
that Anais has an inherent
punk princess/boho style. Her
favourite outfit? Pink tutu with
stripy tights and biker boots.
Oh, and plenty of Juicy Couture.

MAKE MINE A MINI ME…
There’s nothing like putting in
the groundwork
for a fashionforward family.
Will and Jada
Pinkett Smith are
well on their way with
an adorably groomed
brood (just look at that
colour coordination!),
Brooke is passing on
east coast casual chic
to her kiddies, but
Angelina takes the crown
– a Valentino Histoire
tote for her, and a teeny
weeny version for her
gorgeous girl Zahara. Just
too adorable for words!
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